Blood donors receive awards
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A group of students at MIT has established a blood donation program.

The Choralaires entertained blood donors last Thursday in the Sala.
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The most important change, be- hind the scenes, is the union contract proposed.
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The grievance procedures. Instead of paying for the grievance time of "a reasonable number of union representatives" as is done in the last contract, the Institute would now limit this number. "More union representatives can take part if they need to," Fandel said, "but they won't get paid." In addition, the Institute would not be required to pay for time lost by union representatives in union meetings or in the grievance process. The most important change, however, is buried in the "Memorandum of Agreement." This last change will be discussed in part two of this series, in The Tech on Friday.

Fandel explained all these changes by saying, "We're after an orderly grievance process, everyone knowing their responsibility as employees and as union officials." But no evidence was presented by Fandel to indicate that employees have been acting irresponsibly or that the grievance process has not been orderly. Fandel said that in the negotiations he was interested in our long-term relationship with the union. However, it seems that from the original Institute proposal of no pay for grievance process to the newest contract proposal, union members could be hindered from solving their grievance problems and conflicts between the union and the Institute could then build up.

More computer scandals found

(Continued from page 1)

3) Numerous cases of bank tellers or programmers instructing a computer to ignore withdrawals from their accounts or to transfer funds into their accounts from others.

4) One case that involved no computer access at all. By simply replacing blank deposit slips, left at counters for persons who had forgotten their personalized ones, with his own which contained the magnetic code for his account, an unidentified person withdrew one hundred thousand dollars from the account three days later. He subsequently disappeared.

The list continues. What is even more frightening is the fact that ninety percent of computer crimes are thought to go undetected. Frequently such crimes are discovered only when machine breakdowns require that humans perform computer functions. As Prof. Wittenbaum aptly put it, "it's one of those things where you don't know a crime has been committed until you know a crime has been committed.''

Wanted: Public Managers

A Panel on Graduate Management Training For Public Service Careers

Featuring representatives from:

Harvard's John F. Kennedy School of Government Yale School of Organization and Management Boston University School of Management Cornell Graduate School of Business and Public Administration

See programs and faculty from all departments worldwide.

Friday, November 17 4:00 pm
MIT Career Planning and Placement Office
Room 12-170

Pass Exams Successfully

15 guidelines on how to pass examinations with excellence. Order for a copy now. Send $2 plus a self-addressed stamped envelope to:

Sengor International
100 Livermore Street
Suite B-1
Boston, MA 02128

Since 1795 we've gathered our Blue Magueys for Cuervo Gold the gentle way.

It's the old way. And still the best.

At Cuervo we know that there is only one way to make Cuervo Gold perfect. The way we've been doing it for more than 180 years.

That's why people still nurture our fields of Blue Maguey plants. And why magueys are still used to bring their precious plants to our distillery. For tradition is still the most important ingredient in Cuervo Gold.

This is what makes Cuervo Gold truly special. Neat, on the rocks, with a splash of soda, in a perfect Sunrise or Margarita, Cuervo Gold will bring you back to a time when quality ruled the world.

Cuervo. The Gold standard since 1795.

CUERVO ESPECIAL • FECULA • AZÚCAR IMPORTABLES AND BOTTLED BY "T" 1978-HEUBLEIN, INC. HARTFORD, CONN.